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STUDIES IN VEGETABLE BIOLOQY.-VI. An Investigation into 
the True Nature of Callus :-The Vegetable-Marrow and 
Ballia callitricha, Ag. By SPENCER LE M. MOORE, F.L.S. 

[Read Gth March, 1890.1 

(PLATI XIV.) 

HISTOUICAL INTRODUCTION. 
DISCOVE~~ED rather more than half a century ago by TI]. HarLig *, 
and studied, among others, by such renowned botanists as 
Von Mohl, Nlgeli, Hanstein, De Bary, Janczewski, and Stras- 
burger, there is yet some doubt, not indeed concerning the mor- 
phology of sieve-tubes, for that has been the subject of many a fine 
memoir, but doubt as to the nature of the substance found so 
consb~ntly upon the sieve-plates, and which, since the appear- 
ance of Hanstein’s + monograph, has been known as callus. And 
not only this, but two distinctly opposite views are yet held as to 
the migin of this substance, one being tbat it is formed by simple 
swelling-up of the sieve meshwork itself, with subsequent coalea- 
cence of the swollen portions into a continuous rnass; while, 
according to other authors, callus owes its origin to the yroto- 
plasm, or, to sped more correctly, the slime of the sieve-tubes, 
which deposits it upon the sieve-plates. To follow this latter 
subject, first : the older writers, such as Ton Mohl$ and Niigeli 6 ,  
may be claimed as advocates of the former of these views ; for 
they seem to consider the sieve itself as the ‘‘ middle layer ” of 
the intertubal wall, the t f io callus-plates forming the wall proper. 
The next writer on the lid, De Bary 1 1 ,  with his usual caution, 
refuses to dogmatize 011 the subject, remarking that it requires 
further investigation. Three years after the publicntiou of the 
Vergleiohende Anatomie’ of De Bary, his pupil Wilhelm 

* ‘Fortschritte der Forstwissenschaft,’ 1837. 

T 
3 Bot. Zeitung, 18b5. 
0 Sitab. der k. bayer. Akad. der Wisiss. zu M~ncfen ,  1861. 
11 Vergl. Anat., Engl. transl. p. 175. 
T ‘ Beitrige ziir Kenntniss des Siebrijhrenapparats dicotyler Pflanzen,’ 

I have not seen this pub- 
lieation. 

Die Milchsaftgefdsse und die vorwanclteii Orgone der Rinde,’ 1864. 

1880. 
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publiahed NU elaborate monograph on the sieve-tubes of Vitis vini- 
fern ,  Oucurbita Pepo, and Lagenaria vulgaris ; in this Wilheliii 
expresses his conviction that callus is altered cell-wall ; and this 
view was acquiesced in by Janczewski * shortly afterwards. I n  
2882 we find the oppoaite idea broached by Russow t, who takes 
his stand upon the ground of the difficulty‘of reconciling the 
disappearance of callus in spring-time with clearing of the sieve- 
piates, that is, their return to the primitive condition-the 
difficulty of reconciling this with the origin of callus by swelling- 
up of the wall of ‘the sieve, which ought, if the older view be 
correct, to show at least some signs of waste in consequence. It 
is true that Janczewski looked upon the process as one of hydra- 
tion-the callus swelling up in autumn, a time when the watery 
reserves in the plaut tend to increase, and condensing and con- 
tracting by loss of water on the return of spring. But this is 
obviously unsatisfactory; for it may be remarked that were this 
idea correct, we ought to find callus diminishing in quantity pro- 
portionally to the withdrhwal of water from the plant, and callus 
ought not t o  make its reappearance until quite late in the year. 
Russow ends a strong argument by remarking that all difficulties 
will vanish if it be admitted that callus consiats of contents of the 
sieve-tube deposited upon the sieve-plate. 

Strasburger 3 came to RUSSOW’B support in 1884 ; and in the 
same and also following year Gardiner 0 declared himself upon 
the mme side : his example waa followed by Fischer in 1886 1 ) .  

Ou tho otlier hand, we find F. W. Oliver 8, in 1887, reverting 
to the older view, his conclusions being founded on careful study 
of‘the remarkable deposits of callus in Xacrocystis and Nereo- 
cystis. Finally, Lecomte +* has expressed himself in the same 
sense. 

* Mttm. de la SOC. des Sc. Nat. et Math. de Uherbourg, t. xxxii. 1881. (Also 

.F Sitzb. der Dorpat. naturforsch. Gesellsch. 1882. Translated in Ann. So. 

$ ‘ Bot. Practicum,’ ed. 1 (1884). 
p Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 1884, p. 102; &d, 1885, p. 230. 
11 Ber. d. dentsch. bot. Gesellsch. 1885, and Ber. iib. d. Verhandl. d. k. sichi. 

&sell. d. Wiss. zu Leipzig, 1886; abstract in Bot. Zeitung, 1886, and in Journ. 
R. Micros. Soc. (same year). 

an extended extract of this in Ann. So. Nat. Bot. 6 s6r. t. xiv.) 

Nat. Bot. 6 sBr. t. xiv. This was the idea of Hanstein (Milchsaftgef&se). 

7 Ann. of Bot. vol. i. 
** Bull. SOC. Bot. de France, t. xxxv. (1888), and Anii. des Sc. Nat. 7 sBr. 

t. 10 (1889). 
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A third view has recently been propounded by Rendle *, who, 
by a thorough examination of the Onion, believes the callus in 
this plant to  owe its existence partly to the wall, paytly to the 
protoplasm. 

I t  is necessary to give this brief historical re’sumi, because, as 
will hereafter appear, some of the facts brought forward in the 
present memoir are, it is believed, of such a nature as to put an 
end, once and for all, to the conflict in opinion which has prevailed 
upon the origin of callus, so far at  least as regards the two types 
here dealt with. 

With reference to the other matter, vie. the iiature of callus, 
we find De Bary t rioting the yellow colour it takes with iodine 
dissolved iu potassium iodide, its swelling i u  hydric sulphate till 
its outline is completely lost, and its swelling up in caustic 
potash. Russow$ appears t o  have been the first to hazard an 
opinion as to the chemical constitution of callus: having hit 
upon the method of staining it with aniline-blue, and also with 
that mixture of iodine and Schulze’s solution now known as 
RUSSOW’S reagent, he remarks 0 that it is proteids, and ospecdly 
nuclein, that callus most closely resembles. Unfortunately, just 
a t  this time Szyszylowicz ]I discovered the brilliaut colour t&en 
by callus in corallin-soda-a fact which set observers upon a wrong 
tack altogether. It was assumed that because starch and muci- 
lage bolh take up corallin-soda, because the protoplasm of the 
sieve-tubes undergoes, after the disappearance of the nucleus, a 
change into slimy matter, and because this change is accompanied 
by solution of the starch, for these reasons it was assumed that 
callus is a sort of starchy mucilage. This idea is, at  lemt as far 
as the facts hereafter brought forward go, IL wholly incorrect 
one ; and I will now proceed to defend this statement. 

* Ann. of Bot. vol. iii. 
t Vergl. Anat. Eugl. Trans. p. 175. 
$ Sitzb. der Dorpat. natorforsoh. GestlllscL. 1881. 
$ L. c. (1882 memoir). 
11 VXc Janczewski, 1. c. (Note Additionelle). Also II Polish memoir by 

Szysilowicz, which I have uot seen, but which is abstracted iu Bot. Central- 
blatt, Band &. 11. 138. 
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PROTEID REACTIONS OF THE CALLUS OF THE VEGETABLE-MARROW. 
The material used in this research was taken from a Vegetable- 

Marrow plant at the fag end of the season ; by this means a plen- 
tiful supply of callus was ensured, irrespective of any which 
might be formed by cutting of the stem i u  pieces and by its pre- 
servation in alcohol, which, as Fischer * ha8 shown, are methods 
very apt to increase the amount of “Schlauchkopf ” and of callus in 
the sieve-tubes. Fischer t has described “ ectocyclic,” “ e i i tg  
cyclic,” and coinmissural ” sieve-tubes in Cueurbita, in additiou 
to those of the vascular bundles ; my obeerrations refer to the 
latter alone. 

The three chief tests for proteids are the xauthoproteic reaction, 
depending upon the deep yeIlow colour produced on boiliug with 
nitric acid and after-addition of ammonia, the red coloration 
imparted by Millon’s reagent upon warming, and the blue or  
blue-pink by copper sulphate aiid caustic potash or soda, the 
latter becoming deeper on boiling. Unless R substance gives 
all these reactions, it  cannot be considered to be a true proteid ; 
if all three are yielded by it in the  typical way, the presumption 
is that protein is present. 

There is no difficulty whatever in getting the xanthoproteic 
reaction, if only the precaution be taken of adding an excess of 
ammonia. The method pursued throughout the research where 
boiling was necessary was the following :-Sections were mounted 
in the fluid appropriate to each case; a cover-ylip was then 
put over them, and heat was applied by means of a spirit- 
lamp. I f  much of the fluid evaporated before the desired effect 
was obtained, more was rum in,  the process being continued as 
long as was deemed essential. The advantage of this method is 
that the operator always has his material well in hand, and 80 
can prevent over-boiling-a very important matter, as will after- 
wards appear. I n  testing wi th  nitric acid and ammonia, then, it 
is  necessary that the latter be in excess : the effect of boiling is 
usually to cause some swelling of the callus, but not much ; it 
frequently happens that the sieve-piercing connecting threads are 
brought beautifully into view by tbis means. The colour, which 
is a well-pronounced yellow, is markedly deeper than that, 

* Ber. d. deutsch. bot. GeselIsoh. 1885. 
t ‘ Unters. ub. d. Siebrohrensyat. d. Cucurbitaceen,’ Berlin, 1884. Abstracted 

iu Journ. R. Micros. SOC. 1855, 11. 477. I have not ~eei i  E’ischer’a memoir. 
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assumed by the slime, as will be noticed on a reference to fig. 1 of 
Plate XIV. There is one point in which this reaction is more 
satisfactory tlian tlie others, inasmuch as it readily admits of the 
preservation of the tissue treated by i t ;  the specimen shown 
to-night has been mounted in glycerine for several months, aud 
its colours are still as brilliant as ever. 

Millon’s reagent acts with Vegetable-Marrow callus as clearly 
as does the just-mentioned test. To obtain it, however, care 
must be taken to avoid over-boiliug; indeed, the best effect is 
got at temperatures just below boiling; but if boiling be cou- 
tinued even for a minute, the red colour is liable to disappear 
(Plate XIV. fig. 2). 

Rut it is more difficult t o  prove that, in respect of the third 
test, Vegetable-Marrow callus comes within the proteid group. If 
previous observer8 have tried this reaction, their failure is scarcely 
blameworthy on the score of remissness ; for who would dream of 
upmrds of an hour elapsing before the effect is brought about ? 
And yet this is iudeed sometimes the fact. You mouut the 
sections in copper sulphate, aud, after a little time, run in caustic 
potash, but in almost all cases without any result for at least ten 
miuutes. Then perhaps a callous mas8 at the edge of the p r e p -  
ration will become very pale piiilr or bluish ; this will gradually 
deepen into the colour of Plate XIV. fig. 3, or will become 
lavender : after a few iiiinutes two or three more will follow suit, 
until, finally, nll are coloured. But it may happen that one hour, 
or sometimes eveu half as long agaiu, must elapse before the 
slightest change is caused in any of the callous masses. Why this 
lapse of time should occur is difficult to understand: possibly 
tlie iflethod is at  fault; and there inay be some way of rapidly 
getting the reaction; but if there is, it still remains to be 
discovered. 

All the above-mentioned reactions were given in a very clear 
manner by the slime of the sieve-tubes. The only difference 
observed was that the respective colours were less pronounced, 
in consequence, apparently, of the less dense aggregation of the 
slime as compared with the callus. 

REACTIONS OF THE WALL OF THE SIEVE-TUBES. 

(a) Proteid Reaction.-Throughout the research this matter 
was carefully attended to : the reason for this will be explained 

TJNN. J0URN.-BOTBNP, VOL. XXVII. 2 N  
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hereafter, when treating of Balkicr callitricha *. The ouly proteid 
reaction yielded by the sieve-tube tissue mas the xanthoproteic ; 
but I could never find a trace of reddening with Millon’s reagent, 
nor did copper sulphate and caustic potash or sugar aud sulphuric 
acid tinge the walls to the slightest extent. 

(b) Cellulose Reaction.-On the other hand, the walls of the  
sieve-tubes and canibiform and companion cells give the purple 
colour with Bcliulze’s solution, by which cellulose is known. The 
slitlie aud callus are coloured brown by this reagent. 

ACTION OF A PEPTONIZINQ FLUID UPON VEQETABLE- 
MARROW CALLUS. 

Vegetable-Marrow callus thus gives, in the most distinct way, 
the chief reacdons employed in the detection of proteids. And 
here arises a question of aome interest, namely, whether this 
callus-proteid resembles the main body of proteids in being 
acted on by pepsiu and typsin in an acid and alkaline medium 
respectively with formation of peptone j or whether, like lardaceiu, 
it is able to withstand the action of proteolytic ferments. I n  
order to answer this question, experiments mere arranged in the 
following way. 

I n t o  the first of four vessels was placed some artificial gastric 
juice prepared according to  Pharmacopeia directions, and some 
radial or tangential sections of the phlo&n of the Vegetable- 
BIarrow. The second vessel contained some gastric juice with 
finely-chopped meat; this was to serve as a test of the good- 
ness of the pepsin. Sections of phloGm with some 0.2 per cent. 
solution of hydrochloric acid were in the third vessel ; the object 
of this was to ascertain whether the acid alone would liave any 
action upon the callus; aud, if auy, what actioii. The fourth 
vessel coutained distilled water alone. All fDur vessels were 
then exposed to temperatures varying between 35O-W C. F r o m  
the second vessel the peptone reaction was obtained after a little 
time, thus showing the genuineness of the pepsin. Sections from 
the f i r d t  vessel were examined from time to time; and it soon 
became evident that dissolution was iu progress. So much mas 
this the case, that at the end of 8% hours a considerable part of 
the callus had ahead$ disappeared j while after 16 hours no trace 
of it remaiued upon the sieve-plates. The sieves were now 

if &r& 1?&&, 1’. 614. 
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perfectly open, just as at the begiiiiiiiig of the vegetative period. 
and they gave the purple eolour with Schulze’s solution. It has 
not beeii thought necessary to draw the stages of this process; 
but anyone who wishes to see figures of what occurs mill be able 
to satisfy his curiosity by referring to tab. 9 of Janczewaki’s 
memoir *, where dissolution of the callus of Arktolochin S@ho 
at the hegiuning of the season is beautifully figured. Fig. 10 on  
Plate XIV. shows the yieves cleared of their callus : in this case 
the action was allowed to continue for 30 hours, by which time 
neither the callus in the acid solution, nor that in the water, had 
been in any way affected. 
In this second point, therefom, we see that the callu8 of the 

Vegetable-Marrow agrees with the great body of’ proteids. We 
have already found Russow drawing a parallel between callus and 
proteids, on account of the behaviour of the former t o  iodine and 
to aniline-blue ; and there can be no doubt but that Russow was 
upon the right clue, and that the starchy-mucilage view must, at  
least so far BY relates to the Vegetable-Marrow, be definitivcly 
abandoned t. 

It is t o  be presumed that peptone is formed as the result of the 
digestion ofcallus ; but this I was uiiable to ascertain, apparently 
because of the extremely siiiall amourit of callus dealt with. I t  
mould seem that t o  get the peptone reaction with clearness, ii 
inuch larger quantity of callus thau I had must be empIoyed. 

ORIGIN AND CLASSIFIOATION OF VEGETABLE-MARROW CALLUS, 
The chief objections which have been urged against the swellinp- 

up theory of callus-formation are, that, the edge of the sieve is 
always visible, although plenty of callus may be present ; that iu  
the progress of obliteration the connecting channels, at first rela- 
tively broad, become thinner and tlriuner, the sieve-plate mean= 
while not itself increasing in size $ : and iu connection with this, 
Russow § noticed that the rod-like strize vieible in callous massps 

* M6m. SOC. Sc. Nat. Math. Cherbourg, xsxii. (1881). 
t Bardiner also at first supported Russow (Pliil. Trans. 1883, and Proc, 

Camb. Phil. SOC. 1884, p. 101) ; but lie afterrvitrds cliangecl sides (Froc. Canib. 
Phil. Soo. 1885, p. 230). Eillhouse (Midlund Natnmliut, 1884, p, 122, note) 
notice8 some resembla,nce, “ probably, however, merely casual,” belweeii tllu 
reactions of callus and those of nucleiu. 

3 Fisoher, 18% Memoir. 

3 Sitzb. Dorpat. Nnturf. Cfesellsch. 1882. 

Figs. 30-32 of this iueinoir are very instructive. 

2 N 2  
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upon treatment with iodine surround threads of slime, and, 
according to Fischer, this is due to conversion of the slime into 
callus, the process taking place from without inwards. I n  addi- 
tion to this, it has always been a stutnbling-block in the way of 
adherents to the other theory, that the sieve-plates of many 
perennial plants are cleared in the spring. This one cannot 
understand as happening if the callus be merely traiisformed 
sieve-plate j and, besides this, as already mentioned, Fischer finds 
an iucrease in the amount of “ Schleiukopf ” and callus from 
mechanical injury and from preservation in alcohol, which is expli- 
cable on the deposition theor-j alone *. However, although, in my 
opinion, the latter theory has always beeu the stronger, the battle 
between the two views has necessarily been a drawn one, because 
contiuuous observation of a sieve-plate was impossible. But in 
the new method of employing a peptonizing fluid we have the 
mcans of keeping under observation’one and the same sieve-plate, 
which we can see gradually clearing, and, finally, quite free from 
callus. W e  can theu examine a sieve-plate which but a few hours 
previously was obliterated with callus, and find it in exactly the 
Bame condition as before callus made its appearance upon it. 
And when we remember that the callus is, at  least in the 
Vegetable-Marrow, undoubtedly a proteid, and, as such, cannot 
possibly be formed from cellulose, it  is submitted that the question 
is definitively scttled, so far as the Vegetable-Marrow is con- 
cerned. 

With what class of proteids should Vegetable-Marrow callus bo 
assorted ? To answer this question, it is iiecemary to know its 
behaviour to neutral saline solutions : those employed in this 
research were sodium chloride and potassium nitrate, in each 
case iu  1 per cent., 10 per cent., and saturated solutions In  no 
case did the callus betray any tendency to dissolve. From its 
insolubility in water and in neutral saline solutions, as well as in 
dilute acids and alkalies, while it dissolves in strong hydric sul- 
plate, and, to some extent at  least, in caustic potash, Vegetable- 
Marrow callus recalls, and may perhaps be classified with, the 
Coagulated Proteids. 

* Here, too, one may mention Janczewski’s observation, that sometimes the 
sieve-tubes of old rhizomes of Phragmites comntzinis have their sieves open in 
winter. This is supposed by Janczewski to be due to the tubes no longer con- 
taining protoplasm. But why should disappearance of the protoplasm prevent 
formation of callus, if mere swelling-Llp of the wall is involved? 
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A SHORT ACCOUNT OF Ballia callitricha, Ag.” 
The thaUus of Ballia callitricha consists of a main axis coin- 

posed of a single series of cells, each of which bears on either 
side a secondary axis, of which the basal cell is formed near the 
upper end of the parent-cell : these secondary branches lie in two 
series, the individual members of both series lying in the same 
plane as their predecessors. Each secondary branch, in its turn, 
branches in the same way as its parent ; and so with branches of 
later order ; and the whole of the ramiiications lie in one plane : 
the plant therefore consists of a series of systems of superposed 
binary verticils all with their median plane coinciding. This 
arrangement i u  afterwards complicated by cortication of the axis, 
which commences by downward growth of the basal cell of each 
branch. 

The septa between contiguous cells of the game order of rami- 
fication are saddle-shaped, the side of the saddle being visible in 
the ordinary view. This accounts for the peculiar appearance of 
each septum, from which one might conclude that the upper cell 
iutrudes upon the lower, whereas, as Archer t first showed, pre- 
cisely the rcverse is the case. The saddle is shown in Plate XIV. 
fig. 4;  in the other figuros it has been thought sufficient to draw 
its upper part alone. 

At this upper (central) part are situated the remarkable bodies 
known since the date of Archer’s paper as ‘‘ stoppers ” : these 
are highly refractive as seen in dried fipecimens moistened, and 
more or less hemispherical in shape with a flat base by which 
each is applied to a sort of bed of cell-wall. There is, however, no 
adhesion between stopper aud wall, for the former can easily be 
detached from the latter, under which circumstnnces, if the means 
taken to separate them have not been too violent, the stopper 
niay be seen to be hanging by plasmatic threads to the bed. By 
appropriate meaus (Schulze’s solution, xanthoproteic test, 
Millon’s reagent, hydric sulph~ite, Schulze’s macerating fluid) 
n single plasma-bridge or several threads of plasma can be seen 
running from stopper to etopper ; these threads do not appear to 
traverse the stopper itself but to run out to its edge, and by this 
meaus neighbouring protoplasts are put in communication. 

* Vide Archer in Trans. Linn. SOC., 2nd series, Bot). vnl. i. 
t Lor. cit. 
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The phycoerythrin of the cell is, of course, soluble in  water, 
but in dried specimens I find many of the cells without any 
trace of colouring-matter. The cell-protoplasm of dried speci- 
mens moistened is very often most beautifully reticulate ; this 
reticulation is only exceptionally seen in young cells, but it is 
common in older ones ; indeed it is rare to find one of these cells 
without some trace a t  least of a reticulum. The meshwork may 
be tolerably even, or it may consist of large meshes with narrow 
bars in one part of a cell, and of smaller ones with thick bars in 
rdhcr parts, or both forms may be mixed. It frequently happeus 
that the protoplasm is aggregated ncar one end or near both 
cnds of the cell * ; starch-grains of varying size are present in 
the meshworli. I have been uuable to  find a single nucleus in 
these cells-ha3inatoxylin and acetic methyl-green stain in every 
cell several small’ bodies iu the uay  characteristic of nuclei, and 
lience it is to be presumed that me have really to do with 
Pyncytia ; but it is scarcely safe to dogtnatize upon the niiiiute 
Rtructure of the cells of‘ ,z plant which has undergone desic- 
c t i  a 011. 

REACTIONS OF TEE STOPPERS. 

The stoppers react in the following ways :- 
Acetic Ac id  has no effect upou them whatever, neither has 

strong Nitric nor Hydrochloric Acid. 
Strong H y d r i c  Sulphate causes slight swelling, but RO slight as 

to be often almost inappreciable. 
Hydrochloric A c i d  gives no red coloratiou to the stoppers, 

neither before nor after they have been soaked in a solution of 
phloroglucin. 

Carmine preparations : of these three were used-picrocarmiize, 
which imparted a yellow colour., and Beale’s and Thiersch’s 
cnrmine, which had no effect. 

Caustic Potash when cold may cause very slight swelling, but 
sometimes none a t  a l l ;  when not, dissolution is involved, but 
\I ithout exudation of yellow drops. 

TwcAsin stains the stoppers brilliantly aud permanently ; this 
I find also to be the case with ordinary callus. 

* This was noticed in my memoir on Protoplasmic Continuity. (This 
.lo1tmal, vol. xxi.) 
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With Watery Eosilt the stoppers are coloured a bright and 
permanent pink ; Hamatozylin also stains them bright rod. 

Iodine dissolved in potassium iodide gives a rich brown colour, 
similar to that given by Russow’s reagent. Schulze’s solzctiojt 
also colours brown and without swelling the stoppers. 

Cora22iit-Xoda stains beautifully, hut, as is the case with ordi- 
nary callus, the colour soon fades, and after a time disappears 
entirely. 

~ancls’s Picric Blue.-This is the aniline blue referred to in my 
memoir on Protoplasmic Continuity. It is an admirable reagent 
for  callus, which it stains a peculiar blue, a blue much lightcr 
than that taken by protoplasm. Curiously enough, the stoppers 
scarcely ever show any sign of blueing. A slight looal stain 
may occasionally be seeu upon them, but this is probably due to  
the protoplasm of the cell: from the reagent in question, the 
stoppers take up picric acid alone, becoming yellow in conse- 
quence. 

On running over the list of reactions, the resemblance in most 
essential points between Ballia stoppers and Vegetable-Marrow 
callus will at  once be realized, and this is further emphasized by 
resemblauce in optical properties, both substances being iso- 
tropic. The chief differences are :- 
1. Insolubility of the stoppers in strong hydric sulphate. 
2. The rich brown with iodine. 
3. Refusal to take up aniline blue. 
Of these, the first is obviously immaterial in its bearing upon 

the proteid nature of the stoppers ; the second being distinctive 
proteid reaction, is an argument in favour of the proteid nature. 
‘Refusal to take up aniline blue is certainly a peculiarity, but I 
think that when all the evidence in favour of the proteid nature 
has been marshalled, this solitary reaction will be regarded as of 
no effect upon the question. 

ACTION OF A PEPTONIZ~NQ FLUID UPON THE STOPPERS, 

To determine this point, experiments were made in the way 
already detailed when treating of the Vegetable-Marrow. A re- 
markable difference in respect of gastric digestion between the 
stoppers and Vegetable-Marrow callus soon came to light; for 
instead of gradually dwindling away and finally disappearing, 
the stoppers gave no sign of the presence of a digestive fluid, 
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and this even after the lapse of 30 hours, long before which time 
the callus had all been dissolved away. However, it was deemed 
advisable to continue the experiment for some time longer ; but 
inasmuch as, after 60 hours, the action of the fluid was still 
resisted, we can hardly err in coming to the conclusion that the 
stoppers are not attacked by a peptonieing fluid. Plate XIV. 
fig. 7 shows a pair of stoppers still unaffected after 30 hours’ 
action of the h i d .  

PROTEID  REACTION^ OE THE STOPPERS. 
We have thus seen the stoppers resisting gastric digestion, 

hence particular care is necessar.y in drawing conclusions to  
their proteid nature. Our chief guide in this matter will be 
similarity in reaclioas hetween the stoppers and the protoplasm of 
t h e  cell *. 

It will be necessary also to attend in some detail to the 
reactions of the cell-wall. Before entering on the task, however, 
I may say that the stoppers, both here and in other Florideae in 
\\.\ich they have been sludied, have generally been considered as 
being of proteid, if not of protoplasmic nature t. 

Xanthoproteic reaction.-This is very well given indeed ; as 
with the Vegetable-Marrow, it is necessary to have a great, excess 
of ammonia if the reaction is to come off properly (fig. 5). 
The same colour, only somewhat paler, is given by the cell- 
protoplasm. Preparations treated in this way preserve their 
coloura perfectly in glycerine. 

Hillon’s reagent produces a fine red-crimeon colour in the 
stoppers, but if boiling be continued above a second or two, the 
colour flies ; it is best got at  temperatures a little below boiling. 
The cell-protoplasm almost always takes a much paler colour, 
but where the contents are densely aggregated, as so often 
occurs in the neighbourhood of the stoppers, I have sometimes 
seen a colour almost, if‘ not quite, as deep as that assumed by the 
stoppers. Comparison of figs. 2 and 4 will show the different 
nrayyc, in which Vegetable-Marrow callus and the stoppers react to 

* This point is insisted on by Fischer in his paper on proteid reactions of 
the cell-wall (Ber. d. deutsch. bot. Besellsch. 1887, p. 426). 

? Thus Bardiner (Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 1881, p. 106) says, Bpropos of the 
stoppers, ‘‘ the portion of the pitprotoplasm next the pit-closing membrane is 
usually well differentiated.” 
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Millon’s fluid. One might perhaps, considering this colour- 
difference and considering too the way in which the bright hue 
of the stoppers flies if boiling be continued-a peculiarity, 
however,. which is shared hy the cell-protoplasm-one might, 
perhapw, regard the crimson of the stoppers with suspicion, the 
normal colour for proteids being more or less of a brick-red. 
But it ‘must be remembered tbat there is much variation in this 
respect even among typical proteids ; thus Krasser * gives the 
following instances of this fact :- 

Albumen takes a flesh-red. 
Fibrin ,, carmine. 
Legumin ,, flesh-red to  brown-red. 
Vitellin ,, brick-red. 

The real reason for the bright colour I beliere to be that the 
stoppers consist of densely aggregated matter and so would 
necessarily be highly coloured ; and this idea is sustained by an 
already mentioned fact, via. the deeper hue taken by the more 
densely aggregeted parts of the 1)rotoplasm. 

Copper &&hate nizcl Cmsfic Potash also act very well ; the 
effect is usually got within a few miuutes. The colour is usually 
a pale dirty pink, but sometimes it is pale blue; the former is 
not a good colour for a proteid, it  is admitted, but pmcisely the 
same colour i s  taken 6y the cell-protoplasm. 

Raspail’s reaction (Sugar and Sulphuric Acid) succeeds vcry 
fairly-the colour is a pale brown-pink j the protoplasm behaves 
similarly. 

I have not tried Krasser’s t Alloxan reaction, since Klebs $ has 
shown it to  have no value it1 the detection of proteids. Neither 
has Adamlrliewicz’s test been resorted to (violet coloiir with 
glacial acetic acid and strong hydric sulphate), for  this is said to 
give too pale a colour to be appreciable under the microscope. 
There is just a chance, Iiowever, in  vie^ of the brilliant colour 
taken by the stoppers with the xanthoproteic and Millon’s 
reactions, that AdamKiewicds test might succeed a ith the 
sboppers. 

++ Sitzb. d. Wien. Aknd. Baud 94. 
1 Bot. Zeitung. 1887. 

.I Krasser, 1. c. 
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REACTIONS OF TEE CEm-wAm OF Ballia. 
Xnnthoproteic reaction.-This is given very fairly, but iiot 

nearly so well as is the case with the protoplasm, and d fortiori 
with the stoppers. No other pmteid reaction. i s  given by the 
wall. 

Hydroch2oric Acid neither alone nor after phloroglucin gives 
a red colour to tile wall. 

With Sehidze’s solution local blueing is caused, but the efl’ect 
ia  not general even after twenty-four hours. On the other hand, 
l~oiling for a minute or two in caustic soda causes the whole 
wall to  take R deep blue-black colour. This points to tire 
presence of cutin in the cell-wall, and the action of Fuchsin 
mentioned below confirms this idea. 

Sands’s Picric Blue stains yellow the outer part of the wall of 
largo cells-the iuner port taking a d n k  blue, and the whole, or 
nearly the whole, of the intercellular septum is so stained. 

Watey,y Eosir, stains the wall a brilliant permanent pink. 
Corallin-Sodo also stains, but temporarily. 
E’uchsir, colours the outer part of the wall brilliantly and 

Strong Hydric Sulphate causes the inner layers to  swell up 

HcpmatoxyZin stains the wall the characteristic bluish colour. 
W e  may perhaps suspect from these reactions that there is 

present in the cell-wall some substance or substances, either of 
proteid nature or a decomposition product of proteids ; but the 
eutire failure of Millon’s and the Copper Sulphate and Caustic 
Potash tests, tells very much against this. 

permanently. 

greatly. 

SOME OTBEB ~EEACTIONS OF WALL, CELL-PROTOPLASM, 
AND STOPPERI. 

It is scarcely t o  be doubted that, as Archer* maintained, and as 
I have myself also done my best to  show t, there is no  pit-closing 
membrane in Ballia cnllitricha. This fact comes out clearly 
when testing for Millon’s reaction, t,he proteid contents of the 
pit taking the brilliant colour of the stoppers and no break being 
observable in the connect,ing column (Plate XIV. fig. 4). The 

* Trans. Linn. SOC. 2nd Series. i. 
t Journ. Linn. SOC., Bot. xxi., also Wright, Trans. R. Irish Acad. 1879 ; Hick, 

Journ. of Bot. 1884 ; Massee, Jonrn. R. Micros. SOC. 1884, &c. For t’hecontrary 
view see Schmitz (Sitzungsb. d konigl. Aksd. d. Wisa. zu Eerlin, 1883) and 
Gardiiier (Proo. Camb. Phil. SOC. 1884, p. 104). 
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effect of boiling for a minute with Millon's fluid is shown a t  
Plate XIV. fig. 8 : here the colour has been discharged, but the 
protoplasmic reticulum (drawn in the lower cell alone) is still 
visible. The limiting layer of protoplasm comes out now very 
clearly ; it seems to be reflected over the stoppers *, but perhaps 
the appearance giving rise to this idea is really due to denser 
consistence a t  the boundary of the stoppers; at  any rate the 
limiting layer also extends over the bed whereupon the stoppers 
rest. The latter now hare a granular look, in sharp contrast with 
the uniformly white and apparently homogeneous swollen cell- 
wall ; the granules are evidently precipitated by the reagent, and 
the protoplasm itself has much the same granular character. The 
pit is here very well seen with its broad debouching points, and 
the connecting protoplasm also comes out very clearly. 

Another excellent way of studying the relation between 
stoppers and cell-wall is to use Schulze's macerating fluid. 
With this, the cell-contents contract after the stoppers have 
become invisible. Sometimes only one ball of protoplasm is 
found in the cell, but more often there are several, the sphe- 
roidal form greatly predominating ; each ball is surrouiided by its 
own delicate membrane, arid usually the pit is left quite clear of 
plasma (Plate XIV. fig. 9, a). I n  other cases, and especially if the 
action has not been too violent, the connectiiig protoplasm is still 
visible (fig. 9, a), or there nmy be two or three threads, this being 
a consequence of coagulation of the original thread. When, as 
in fig. 9 ,a ,  plasma-balls remain in position at  either end of the 
pit, there is no trace of the stoppers; the protoplasm of these 
balls is still reticulate. But the fact of most interest is that on 
now running in iodine, the plasma-balls a t  once take a fine 
brown colour-colour which is quite as pronounced iu these balls 
into which the stoppers have melted a8 it is elsewhere; the 
cell-walls remain uncoloured by the iodine. 

ORIGIN AND CLARBIFICA'I'ION OF THP: SUBRTANCE OF 

Ball ia  STOPPERS. 
Om the ground therefore :- 

1. Of the general appearance of the stoppers, which is so 

2. Of their distinctive proteid reactions, those of the wall 
different from that of the cell-wall j 

being but feebly shown, if at all ; 
* Thus Arclier describes the steppe's as lying outaidr the primordial utriclc 

(Trt~i19. Linii. Sot. 2nd Series, i. 1'. 214). 
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8. Of their behaviour resembling in almost every point 
that of the cell-protoplasm, and difering in almost 
every point from that of the wall j 

4. Of the evidence of differentiation as shown by boiling 
with Millon’s fluid-this not being shared by the wall ; 

5. Of the behmiour of the stoppers with Sehdze’s macera- 
ting fluid, viz. dissolution into adjacent plasma-balls, 
which subsequently stain brown with iodine while the 
wall remains colourletjs ; 

it  seems impossible to avoid the conclusion that, although they 
resist gastric digestion, the stoppers consist of proteid. It also 
seems impossible to believe them to be formed by swelling-up of 
the wall, for why should such marked proteid reactions, and sucll 
different behaviour generally, be shown by the swollen portions 
alone ? W e  have also seen the pit cleared of its plasma and its 
mouths freed from stoppers ; and the appearance of the wall, in 
this case, is such as to put an emphatic veto on the swelling-up 
idea,. Study of development of the stoppers, so far as it is 
practicable from dried specimens, teaches the same lesson. Let 
us look at  a young cell-the youngest in which the stoppers are 
visible : we see here a tiny sphere of substance, looking exactly 
like the protoplasm and quite unlike the wall, placed a t  either 
end of a h e  and apparently continuous pit, of which the 
lutnen is occupied by ~t thread of protoplasm. These spheres 
we can see increasing gradually in size as we pass away from the 
growing region, and in no case can the least participation of the 
wall in this increase be detected. At  length after cortication 
has set in, t l e  stoppers become of relatively enormous size, aEd 
frequently have bands of slimy substance attached to them ; this 
substance reminds one of the “ Schlauclikopf ” of sieve-tubes, but 
it may perhaps be true protoplasm. The point to notice here is, 
that not even in these old cells, the stoppers of which give 
precisely the same reactions as the younger ones, can any 
smelling-up of the intercellular wall be detected. I see no a n y  
therefore of escaping the conclusion that, like the callus of the 
Vegetable-Marrow, the stoppers owe their existence to deposition 
a t  the pit’s mouth of proteid matter derived from the proto- 
plasm. 

Should the substance of the stoppers-wbich, like Vegetable- 
Marrow callus, is insoluble in neutral saline solutions-beincluded 
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among true proteids, or relegated to the miscellaneous group of 
bodies allied to proteids? Bearing in mind that all three 
proteid reactions are given, I think it would be better to include 
i t  among true proteids, where, on account of its resistance to 
gastric digestion, i t  will take its place alongside of lardacein. 
Of the bodies allied to proteids with which the substance might 
possibly be compared, Mucin gives only two of the proteid 
reactions--it swells 111) strongly in water, and is readily soluble 
in alkalis. Chondriii is soluble in hot water, i n  alkalies, and 
ammonia. Gelatine swells up in cold and dissolves in hot watcr 
and in weak acids and alkalies, and it has, moreover, extremely 
feeble proteid reactions. Elastin, with feeble proteid reactions, is 
soluble in Hydric Sulphate aud Hydric Nitrate, whereas Nuclein 
gives but an indistinct xanthoproteic reaction, and none at all 
with Millon’s fluid. These differences are all of them of such 
importance, that there can hardly be a doubt of the desirability 01 
not classifying the substance of BaZZia stoppers with these 
bodies. 

Some General Comiderutions. 
Bachs’s * theory that it is in the sieve-tubes that proteids are 

constructed, has n o t  found lunch favour. The general view now 
is that adult sieve-tubes are merely distributors of proteids, not 
manufacturers of them, for they soon become enucleate t. The 
notion hinted at  by Sacha $ seems to be a good one j the callus 
according to this is interposed as a mechanical hindrance to the 
passage of the contents of’ the tubes; in support of this may be 
cited Briosi’s 0 observation that starch-graius sometimes actually 
stick in the sieve-plates, as EL proof that some mechanical hin- 
drance is necessary. I cannot help thinking that Ball ia  
stoppers must function in the same way. What is certain is 
that the size of the pit increases with the growth of the septum, 
so the older a cell is, the wider will be the pit separating it from 
adjacent cells. The lower cells of the main and secondary 
branches ultimately become of great relative size, and must 

* Vorlesungen iib. Pflanzen.Physiologia, Vorlesung. no. xx. (Engl. transl, 
p. 326). That sieve-tubes are organs for .transport of proteid was held by 
H, von Mohl, Bot. Zeitung, 1855 ; Nageli, Sitzb. bayer. Acad. Wiss. 1861 ; 
Hanstein, Mitchsaftgefisse ; Sachs, Flora, 1863, &c. 

Vorlesungen, no. xxii. (Engl. transl. p. %I). 
.P Fischer, Unters. iib. d. Siebrohrensyst. (1. Cucurbitaceen. 

5 Bot. Zeitung, 1873. 
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contain a considerable amount of proteid, though whether 
proteid is still being mauufactured in them I cannot say j but in 
the oldest cells which came under my observation were to be 
Been numerous darkly-staining bodies which are most likely 
nuclei. The branches are arranged in binary verticils, and the 
basal cell of the branch being considerably younger than the cell 
of the branch of higher order supporting it, has a smaller pit 
thau the latter cell and smaller stoppers. I f  the stoppers were 
not present, what would be the necessazy upshot ? The cell- 
contents would wander from one part of the plant to another, the 
main current Bowing through the wider pit j consequently the 
main flow of proteid would be towards the tip of the main 
branch, and the plant would tend to forin a single, greatly 
elongated thread. Of course, interpoyition of stoppers at the 
pit’s mouth of the basal cells of lower-order branches must 
check the flow along such branches; but the net result will be 
equalization of the stream, and general distribution to all growing 
points of the necessary proteids will thereby be ensured. 

Onemay adduce several factsmhich seem to point to the existence 
of a callolytic ferment i n  sieve-tubes. Thus the disappearance 
of callus from the sieve-tubes of the rhizome of Phragmites COl l t -  

munis described by Jnnczewski*-disappearance caused by simply 
placingtherl~izome in a warm chamber during early spring-strik- 
ingly recalls the action of a ferment which is inoperative at low 
temperatures. Again, RUSSOW t notes how in Pinussylvestris and 
other woody plants the callus dissolves, usually about two years 
from the time of its formation, by a sort of corrosion, but in 
certain of the tubes i t  may remain more or less unaltered, some- 
times for ten yeam ; and there can be no doubt that side by side 
with open sieves, others may occur completely blocked with rallus $. 
This one can readily understand by supposing that, for some 
reason or other connected with the metabolism of the tubes or of 
the compauion cells, ferment has failed to make its appearance 
in the cells with callus-closed sieves. Again, we know from 
Russow’s 9 researches, that the callus of sieve-tubes offallen leaves 
is not dissolved, and that small portions of starch also remain 
behind /I ; the complete absence of callolytic ferment i n  the one 

* ‘ Ooinptes Rendus,’ 1878. 
$ Wilhelrn, Siebrohrenttpparatt. L. c, 
1) Briosi, Bot. Zeitung, 1873. 

‘I_ Sitzb. Dorpat. Naturf. Gesellsch. 1882. 
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case and iueKectiveuess of amylolytic might explaiu this, or better, 
perhaps, the low temperature of the time of leaf-fall. Aud if 
there be a callolytic ferment i n  the tubes, it is easy t o  understand 
how, when the cool weather of' autumu sets in, it would cease to 
be effective, and callus would then make its appearance upou the 
sieves *. 

Considerations such as these led ine t o  search for ft proteolytic 
ferment i n  the sieve-tubes of the Lime-tree. I tried the method 
of Baranetzky as well as that  of Von Gorup-Besauez, but in neither 
case with success. This is scarcely to be moiidered a t  when it is 
understood how very small must be the quantity of callus, nud 
hence of ferment necessary for its dissolution, even in an entire 
tree. Perhaps I did not choose a very favourable subject j sud 
the Hop or Phragrnites commuais might answer the purpose 
better. 

A SHOXT NOTE ON Macrocystis pyrifera, Ag. 
Discovered in 1881 by Jeffrey Parker T and studied by Will :, 

Wille 9, and F. W. Oliver [I, the sieve-tubes and trumpet-hyphs 
of Macrocystis aud Nereocysystis, and the latter elements of other 
Lanzinarie, have been found with their contents in undoubted 
communication. Oliver has made the interestiug discovery of a 
substauce giving the ordinary reactious of callus in the sieve- 
tubes and trumpet-hyphs of Xacrocystis aiid Nereocysfis 7 ,  and 
he has adduced evidence which leaves but slight doubt, if any a t  
all, that the callus at least of the trumpec-hyphs is formed by 
swelliug-up of the cell-wall. I have made many experiments 
with Nacrocystispyrifern, aud in no case has the slightest trace 
of proteid reaction been observed j indeed the xantlioproteic is 
out of the question, for the callus rapidly dissolves in warm nitric 

Sacha (Bot. Zeitung, 181i2) finds the contents of the sieve-tubes LO be 
alkaline ; heme one would suppose that normal callus-digestion, if it really 
OCCUPR, is of pancreatic, not of gastric nature, unless, iudeed, teiuporary acidity 
make ite appearance wheu the sieve8 reopen. 
t Trans. N. Zealimd Inst. 1881, p. 562. 
t Bot. Zeitung, 1884. 
3 Kougl. Svenska Vet.-Akad. Handling. rri,  and Uer. cl. deutsch. hot, Gescll, 

I1 Bun. of Bot. sol. i, 
8 Hick (Journ. Bot. 1886) has described continuity between the protoplasts 

of some Fueacace. It would be interesting to know if callus is developediii these 

1885. 

cases. 
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acid. I n  the sieve-tubes, on the other hand, there is upon the 
sieve-plates a substance which gives proteid reactions ; two of 
these are shown in Plate XIQ. figs. 11 and 12. It is evident 
that the callus of the trumpet-hyphs is altogether different in 
constitution from that of the Vegetable-Marrow, and probably 
it is produced by mucilaginous degeneration of the cell-wall; 
moreover, it is unacted on by a peptonizing fluid. 

I cannot couclude without recording my obligations to the 
authorities of Kew and the Natural-History Museum, through my 
friends Mr. J. G. Baker and Mr. George Murray respectively, 
for  their kiudness in providing me with material of Ballia and 
Macrocystis. 

MR. s .  LE M. MOORE’S STUDIES 

SUMMARIT. 

1. Vegetable-Marrow callus gives with great clearness all the 
thrce chief proteid reactious : it is also dissolved by R peptonizing 
fluid ; it is hence R typical proteid. 

2. The callus cannot be pressed froiii the sieve, for (a) it is a 
proteid, ( b )  when it undergoes gastric digestion the sieve-plate is 
cleared, and is then left in its pristine condition. 
3. The statements of the foregoing paragraph are supported 

by the entirely different reactions clhown by wall and callus re- 
Bpectively. 

4. Ballia-stoppers give all three proteid reactions, but are not 
attacked by a peptouizing fluid. They stain in the same way as 
does callus, except that they take a rich brown with iodine alone 
and are untouched by aniline-blue. 

5. The stoppers react altogether differently fi-om the wall, und 
to  a very large extent similarly to  the cell-protoplasm. The 
evidence of differentiation within their substance, as seen when 
boiled in Millon’s fluid, and the fact of their disappearance under 
action of 8chulze’s macerating fluid into plaama-balls which still 
etain brown with iodine, speak for their similarity with cell- 
protoplasm. 

6. The group of bodies allied to proteids, such as mucin,nuclein, 
chondrin, &c., contains none which gives in a typical fashion all 
three proteid reactions. Hence the substance of Ballia-stoppers 
should not be classified with them. 

7. The callus of the Vegetable-Marrow bas many of the 
characters of, and should probably be classed with, the Coagulated 
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Proteirls : the substance of the Ballia-stoppcra uiost closely re- 
sembles Lardacein. 

8. The function of the callus, both of the Vegetable-Marrow and 
of Ball ia ,  is to moderate the flow of proteids and direct it so that 
all the growing-points shall receive their due amount of the 
necessary pabulum. That the stoppers function as sealers-up of 
the pit is shown by the coincident growth of pit and stoppers. 

9. Many of the phenomena presented by the dissolution and 
renewal of callus-masses upon sieve-plates recall to mind the 
action of ferments. I n  these cases it is, i n  all probability, a 
callolytic (proteolytic) ferment to which the effects are to be 
ascribed. This ferment has not yet been isolated. 

Nupplenaentary Note.  

I n  the discussion which followed the reading of the above 
memoir, one of the speakers referred to Wiesner's * theory of 
cell-wall structure and t o  the observations relating thereto of 
Krasser t and Klebs $. I t  has been mentioned in the memoir 
that attention was paid to the proteid reactions of tlie mall, with 
the result that neither with the Vegetable-Marrow nor with 
Bal l ia  did MiIlon's reagent o r  Copper Sulphate aud Caustic 
Potash produce the slightest chauge of colour. Under these cir- 
cumstauces, I did not see the bearing upon the question of the 
above-mentioned researches, and I fail to see it now in the case 
of Vegetable-Marrow callus, which, since it is soluble in a gastric 
fluid, can obviously have no geiietic relation whatever with the 
wall. With Ballia,  however, it is different, and I am obliged to  
Prof. F. W. Oliver for  his reference to  the subject. It is open to 
any one to argue thus:--" True, the evidence brought forward that 
the stoppers are not formed by swelling-up of the mall is decisive ; 
but when it is remembered how frequently the cell-wall contains 
either proteids or some nitrogenous substance or substances 
derived directly from destructive metabolism of proteids, it  has 
not been proved that the stoppers, although they are deposited 
a t  the pit's mouth by the protoplasm, may not consist of a carbo- 

* Sitzb. d. Wiener Akad. Band 93. 
$ Bot. Zeitung, 1887. 

t Ibbid. Band 91. 

LINN. J0UBN.-BOTANY, VOTA. XXVII. 2 0  
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hydrate framework largely impregnated with substames giving 
proteid reactions, and this would account for the insolubility in a 
peptonizing fluid.” One method to resort to iu such a case i s  to 
examine the stoppers for proteid after their sojourn i u  tlic 
gastric fluid; if the proteid reactions now fail, obviously the 
proteid will be merely nii infiltration-substance. But if these 
reactiulzs be uow given, thia may be due either to insolubility of 
the proteid in the fluid, or to the preseiice of nitrogenous decorn- 
position-products. On referring to my notes, I cannot find that 
I actually tested for proteid after the action of the peptolzizing 
fluid; my belief is that I did-indeed, it is obviously natural 
so to do: it is possible, however, that I may have relied upon 
the evident intactness of the stoppers, their form, size, and refrin- 
gence being precisely the same after as before the action. There 
is, hoxever, a crucial test applicable to the case ; but before going 
into the matter further, it would be well to  mention in n few 
words whac are the views of Wiesner and his followers, and what 
are the objections which have been urged against them. 

Wiesner’s dermatosome theory of the cell-wall depends upon 
two facts :-(1) capacity of the wall to break up, on suitable treat- 
ment, into small definite particles or dermatosomes; (2) the 
presence of living protoplasm (dernzatoplasm) in the cell-wall. 
Thelatter Wiesner holds to consist at first of protoplasm alone, 
and he contends that as long as the wall is growing it contains 
dermatoplnsm. The cell-wall, which has a reticulate structure, 
consists of altered microsomes of the protoplasm, or dermatosomes ; 
these are united by delicate strings of dermatoplasm, out of which 
are continually being formed, as long as the cell-wall is growing, 
a t  first new microsomes and then dermatosomes. Thus the cell- 
wall is, aa long as it grows, a living member of the cell. Wiesner 
concludes that proteids exist within the walls of youug cells, from 
the behaviour of the meristem at the vegetative point of the stem 
and of the cambium and phellogen of various plants. After 
acting upon these with a peptonizing fluid he asserts that he can 
get the cellulose reaction, not before. Upon this subject we have 
the observations of Mulder *, who, half a century ago, suspected 
the presence of proteid in the cell-wall, although Wiesner has 
himself shown that the facts upon which Mulder relied are other- 

* Berzdius. Jabresber. 1840, p. G49; quoted by Krasaer, Sitzb. W e n .  &ad. 
Dd. 94. 
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wise explicable. More in point is the fact that Richter * showed 
the probability of the existence of proteid in the wall of fongus- 
cells, and that NenckiT has found proteids in the wall in the Bac- 
teria (mgcoproteiii and anthraxprotein) ; while Porssell $, shortly 
after Wiestier, by meaiis of Raspil’s and Mil1011’s reagents, dis- 
covered proteid in the wall of certaiii Licheu-hypha: (Lobariapul- 
nbonaria, Pcltigera caninn) and A l g ~  ( Cfelidium car filagineunt, 
Xe7clonia haccata, kc . ) .  W e  owe to Krnsser an extended research 
upon this subject. He first made a careful study of all the non- 
proteid bodies which give one or more of the proteid reactions : 
thus he finds :- 

‘Phe Xanthoproteic reiiction, given by Tyrosin, certain resins and 
nlkaloids. 

Nillon’s reaction, given by starch, cotton-wool, and gum-arabic 
(as Millon himself found), Tyrosin, Phloroglucin, Phenol, 
Thymol, Vanilliii, Naphthol, Nitrobenzole, and aromatic 
oxyacids. 

Raspail’s reaction, given by oil, certain fats, Tyrosin, Phenol, 
Thymol, Naphthols. 

Xrohde’s test (blue colour w i l h  Molybdic Acid and Hydric 
Sulphate), given by Glycerin, Tyrosin, Mannite, gums, 
cane-sugar, Phenol, Phloroglucin, Thymol, Vanillin, 
Coniferin. 

h’rasser’s Al loxan reaction (purple-red colour with watery 
solution), given by Tyrosin, Aspartic Acid, Asparagin. 

The upshot of Krasser’s labour was the conviction that living 
protoplasm is present in the cell-wall of Fuiigi (hyphs of Poly- 
porus szclphumug and P. fonzentarius aud of several Lichens), 
Algs (Chondrus c r i s p s ,  Cladophora and QCdogoniuna spp., &c.) 
(t’ailure with Chffitophora, Xpirogyra, Zyynenaa), Chnra, leaf-cells 
of Polytrichzcm, several Vascular Cryptogams, meristem of Pha- 
nerogaims (vegetative point, pericambium, phellogen), epi- and 

* Sitzungsb. d. Wiener Akacl. Band 83. 
t Journ. f. prakt. Chemie, Neue Folge, xx, and Ber. d. deutsch. chem. Geeell. 

Jahrg. xvii. ; both quoted by De Bary, ‘ Vorleaungen iiber Bactorien,’ Engl. 
t rns l .  p. 4. 

Sitzungsb. d. Wiener Akad. Band 93. See also FrBmy, Ann. Sc. Nat. 6 s6r. 
t. 13. 

0 Precipitates are formed in these last two ca~es ; they constitute Molisch‘s 
Sugar-reactiona (violet with naphthol. rusty-red with thymol ; vide Molisch, 
Am. d. k. Akad. d. Wias. Wian, 1886, p. 97). 

2 0 :? 
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hypodermal tissue, collenchyma, tendrils (Bryonitc, C o h a ,  Cum- 
mis, Pitis), endosperm cells (occasionally). Moreover, by taking 
proper precautions, he claims to have found protoplasm also in 
the xylem- and phloem-fibres of several plants. 

These views of Krasser and Wiesner have met with severe 
handling on the part of Klebs * and Fischer t. Klebs holds 
that, even if there be proteid in the cell-wall, which has not beeu 
proved, there is no justification for the supposition that we 
have to do with organized living protoplasm. He favours 
Strasburger and Schmitz’s$ theory of the origin of the cell- 
wall, viz. that the peripheral layer of protoplasm is directly 
changed into cellulose; and as an example of the rapid way 
in which this transformation takes place, he cites the membrane 
around ejected plasma-masses of Ptcuchei-ia. This cannot be 
living protoplasm, for, by contracting the latter in a weak 
solution of syrup and staining with Congo-red-a dye which 
is not taken up by protoplasm-we learn that cellulose has 
been formed. He  also, by employing Low and Bokorny’s $ 
alkaline silver-solution method, which Krasser himself had par- 
tially relied upon, finds that, if Krasser’s application of the 
method be correct, there is unmistakable evidence of protoplasm 
in the wall of the pitted tracheides of young Maize plants, while 
the obher cells react very much less clearly ! Fiscber believes it 
impossible to  distinguish proteid by micro-chemical means alone ; 
he says that morphological and developmental facts must always 
be adduced, and he submits Krasser’s results with Bromeliaceous 
leaves to  very damaging,criticism. He shows, too, that i t  is not 
the presence of proteid which hinders the cellulose reaction in the 
case of young membranes, but that time is required to stain them 
blue with Schulze’s solution. Also that in some cases (sections 
of Nidularium leaf, of the cotyledon of the bean, and of endosperm 
of Riciws) the cell-walls take the same colour with Millon’s 
reagent after, as before, the action of a peptouizing fluid. H e  
thinks it probable that not proteid, but some substance resulting 
from direct destructive metabolism of proteids, probably Tyrosiu, 
gives the reactions upon which Krasser and Wiesner rely. To 

Bot. Zeitung, 1887. 
$ Strasburger, Ueb. d. Bau und d. Wachs. de Zellhaiite ; Schmitz, Sitzungsb. 

.I. Ber. d. deutsch. bot. Gesellsch. 1887. 

d. niederrh. Gtesellsch. in Bonn, 1880. 
Die chem. Kraftyuelle in1 lebend. Protoplasma : Miinchen, 1882. 
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these strictures Wiesner * has replied, but without materially 
advancing the theory. 

Is  some such substance present in Ballia-stoppers ? Bearing 
in mind the identity in proteid-reactions shown by stoppers and 
protoplasm (omitting, of course, the brighter colour with Millon’s 
fluid taken by the stoppers), one is inclined to say no. Iu order to 
decide the question, however, experiments have been made with 
fluids in which the non-proteid substances giving Millon’s reaction 
are soluble. 

It may be premised that Phloroglucin cannot be present, for 
Hydrochloric Acid gives no red colour to the stoppers. Of the 
bodies that remain, Nitrobenzole, Phenol, Thymol, and Naphthol 
are readily soluble in alcohol and ether. Accordingly pieces of 
Ballia were allowed to lie in strong alcohol for 36 hours, and, on 
now testing with Millon’s duid, the bright red colour was at once 
got. As for Tyrosin, it  is soluble in acid and alkaline solutions ; 
but on testing with Millon’s fluid after 36 hours’ action ofa strong 
solution of Hydrochloric Acid, the red colour was easily yielded. 
Vanillin is soluble in water ; 90-100 parts are required at 14’, 
and 20 parts at 75’-80’ f- ; but on soaking Ballia-plants in water 
for three days and afterwards boiling for five minutes, Millon’s 
reaction was as readily obtained as ever. There remains the small 
and obscure group of aromatic oxyncids ; but I cannot see the 
slightest chance of the proteid reactions of the stoppers being due 
to them. 

[lSupplemelztary Note to Memoir on Apiocystis Brauniana, Nag. 
in Jourlt. Liltn. Xoc. Bot. xsv. (1890), pp. 362-380.--In the 
memoir on Apiocystis a few notices of the distribution of this 
alga escaped me. On referring to the recently issued and 
elaborate ‘ Sylloge Algarum ’ of Dr. De Toni (Padua, l889), it 
appears that Apiocystis has been found in Sweden, Russia, Bohemia, 
and in the United States. There is also a paper in the ‘Annales des 
Sciences Naturelles ’ (sBr. 7, tome vii. p. 158) by M. Dangeard, in 

* Ber. d. deutsch. bot. Gesellsch. 1888. See also Krasser, Bot. Zeit. 1888. 
Kohl (Bot. Centralbl. vol. x m i i . )  and Krabbe (Pringsheirn’e Jahrb. f. wiss. Bot. 
xviii. pp. 353-354) write against Wiesner’s theory. 

t Roscoe and Schorlemmer, ‘ Trentise on Ohernistry,’ voI. iii. part 4, p. 364. 
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which mention is made of an examination of Apiocystis, so that 
the alga would appear t o  occur alRo in France. Professor Bower 
tells me that he found Apiocystis while working, some years ago, 
in the late Professor de Bary’s Laboratory at  Strassburg. Other 
British localities are Aberdeen ( R o y )  and Porkshire (West ) ,  ac- 
cording t o  Mr. A. W. Bennett in Journ. Roy. Micros. Soc., Feb. 
1890. See also Mr. West in Journ. R. Micros. SOC., June 1890. 

Professor Hansgirg’s memoir ‘‘ Ueber den Polymorphismus der 
Algen ” (Bot. Centralbl. Band xxii. p. 200) was overlooked by me. 
Hrtnsgirg imagines a number of algal types, including such ap- 
parently distinct ones as Nephrocytium, Oocystis, Dictyosphmria, 
Characiunz, Hydrianzcm, &c., to be mere pleomorphic formB of 
various Ghatophoracea, Xiphonocladiaceq Ulvacece, &c. He is 
unfortunate in including Apiocystis in this list; and one can 
scarcely suppose that even careful research will confirm all this 
botanist’s ideas.-#. M.] 

EXPLAiVATION OF PLATE XIV. 
Fig. 1. Vegetable-Marrow. Sieve-tubes and companion cells : xanthoproteic 

readion (reaction of wall not shown). ~ 4 5 0 .  
2. Ditto. Millon% reagent. X450. 
3. Ditto. 

4. Bullia callitricha, Ag. Millon’s reagent. X450. 
5. Ditto. Xanthoproteic reaction. x450. 
6. Ditto. 
7. Ditto. Stoppers after 30 hours’ action of the peptoniziag fluid. 

Copper Sulphate and Caustic Potash (the dirty-pink colour). 
x 450. 

Copper Solphate and Caustic Potash. 
Pit and 

connecting-protoplasm well seen. (Drawn with mag. of GOO diam. 
and enlarged.) 

Shows effect of boiling for one minute with Millon’s fluid. The 
colour has flown and granular precipitation is visible in the stoppers ; 
protoplasmic reticulum still visible. 

Shows action of Schulze’s macerating fluid: ( a )  the stoppers 
have melted into the two balls of plasma which still remain at  the pit’s 
mouths ; ( b )  plasma separated from pit, showing the latter quite empty. 
x 450. 

Effect of a peptoniziug fluid : the sieves are quite 
clear, and no trace of callus is visible. 

Callus upon sieve.plate of a sieve-tube : xan- 
thoproteic reaction. xGOO. 

8. Ditto. 

x 600. 
9. Ditto. 

10. Vegetable-Marrow. 

11. Macrocystis pyrifcru, Ag. 

13. Ditto. 

X450. 

Effect of Millon’s reagent upon callus of sieve-tube. ~ 4 5 0 .  






